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Bonnie is a sectional sofa system that pays extra attention to proportion and comfort. It is straightforward 
and reduced in shape but at the same time with a sense of calm grace. 

By minimising the amount of seams in the upholstery fabric, the design brings focus to the sofas 
silhouette that is perfectly balanced on a slender steel base frame. 

In order to create a sofa with a perfect size and shape for any space, Bonnie consists of a wide range of 
module elements.  In addition to variable dimensions, these elements include a variety of features such 
as high and low armrest and chaise lounge module with a retraced backrest. 

Bonnie
Design Mats Broberg & Johan Ridderstråle

Pictures in material bank:
https://adea.fi/en/material-bank/pictures/
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The name of this chair makes sense when looked at from behind. Although Babar refers to an elephant it 
is not the size we had in mind but rather the abstract shape of an elephant’s ears and trunk. 

In contrary to a elephant, Babar is a very neat and apt easy chair. The idea was to make a chair not much 
bigger than a pouf that is easily placed but with a maximum comfort and understated elegance. 

The circular shape of Babar makes it ideal in a plan as it works well in all directions and in most furnishing 
schemes. Fitted with a swivel base it also works well in small groups. 

To complete the chair we made a pouf with similar features that can be used as a legrest, extra seating 
or to fill empty areas. 

Pictures in material bank:
https://adea.fi/en/material-bank/pictures/

Design duo Mats Broberg and Johan Ridderstråle have collaborated with several well-known brands 
since their inception in 2006 and have won numerous design awards. 

Adea has a long and confident relationship with the design duo; among other things, they designed their 
first sofa named Bon for Adea. They have since designed the Bonnet series, the sofas Basel and Baron, 
Garbo armchair and Plateau coffee table.
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Babar
Design Mats Broberg & Johan Ridderstråle


